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Executive Summary 
 

Soliant Energy is a venture-capital-backed startup focused on bringing advanced concentrating solar 
panels to market. Our fundamental innovation is that we are the first company to develop a racking solar 
concentrator specifically for commercial rooftop applications, resulting in the lowest LCOE for rooftop 
electricity generation.  

Today, the commercial rooftop segment is the largest and fastest-growing market in the solar industry. 
Our concentrating panels can make a major contribution to the SAI’s objectives: reducing the cost of solar 
electricity and rapidly deploying capacity. 
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Our commercialization focus was re-shaped in 2009, shifting from an emphasis solely on panel efficiency 
to LCOE. Since the inception of the SAI program, LCOE has become the de facto standard for comparing 
commercial photovoltaic systems. While estimation and prediction models still differ, the emergence of 
performance-based incentive (PBI) and feed-in tariff (FIT) systems, as well as power purchase agreement 
(PPA) financing structures make LCOE the natural metric for photovoltaic systems.  

Soliant Energy has designed and demonstrated lower-cost, higher-power solar panels that consists of 6 
(500X) PV module assemblies utilizing multi-junction cells and an integrated two-axis tracker. In addition, 
we have designed and demonstrated a prototype 1000X panel assembly with 8.  Cost reductions relative 
to conventional flat panel PV systems were realized by 1) reducing the amount of costly semiconductor 
material and 2) developing strategies and processes to reduce the manufacturing costs of the entire 
system. Performance gains against conventional benchmarks were realized with 1) two-axis tracking and 
2) higher-efficiency multi-junction PV cells capable of operating at a solar concentration ratio of 1000X 
(1000 kW/m2).   

 

Program Objectives and Accomplishments 
 
Objectives: 

 Develop a tracking/concentrating solar module that has the same geometric form factor as a 
conventional flat, roof mounted photovoltaic (PV) panel. The Soliant module will produce more 
power and cost less than conventional panels of the same size.  

 Target LCOE: $0.079/kWh in 2010 
 Target efficiency: 26% in 2010 (22% for 2008 prototype, 24% for 2009 pilot)  
 Target performance: equivalent to 650Wp in 2010 (490W for 2008 prototype, 540W for 2009 pilot)  

 
Accomplishments: 

2008 
 Delivered prototype tracking/concentrating solar module that mounts to standard racking 

systems on commercial rooftops, with standard output electrical connections.  
 Prototype unit equivalent to 414W per Sandia evaluation 
 Prototype unit 23% collector efficiency, 17.6% total area efficiency  
 Build-up pilot manufacturing line to deliver pilot units October 2008.  
2009 
 Designed and built pilot plant capable of producing over 1MWp1 per year of manufactured 

tracking/concentrating solar panels that mount to standard racking systems on commercial 
rooftops, with standard output electrical connections.  

 Expanded earlier system on Soliant HQ rooftop to full 4.4kWp; system operated within 
specifications for most of 2009 until decommissioned for research purposes  

 Installed two 2.0kWp beta systems on customer rooftops.  
 Internally tested units with energy output equivalent to 449Wp flat plate 

2010 
 Produced over 274 SE-500Xb panels 
 Installed additional 40kWp on customer rooftops. 
 Resolved an issue (previously identified as “cell failure”) that was due to variations in thermal 

bonding  
 Built and proved feasibility of 1000x module and 8-module panel; investigated causes and 

potential solutions to premature failure issues; improved ability to predict panel performance 
and measure actual against predictions 

 Received UL listing of SE-500X panel against SU 8703 draft safety standard.   
                                                      
1 Beginning in Phase 2 of the project, Soliant discontinued use of the descriptive but non-standard “watts 
equivalent” in favor of the emerging CPV Wp STC standard that is emerging from IEC TC82 WG7. In this 
report the phrase “equivalent to Wp” is used where necessary to maintain a link to the original proposal, 
in all other places Wp means CPV Wp STC.  
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 Identified failure mechanism causing premature failures at beta sites; continued to improve 

prediction and monitoring capability; started side by side soiling study.  
 Opened preliminary investigation with UL for re-certification of SE-1000X panel against SU 

8703 
 

Summary of Project Activities 
 
Soliant Energy was a venture-capital-backed startup focused on bringing advanced concentrating solar 
panels to market. Our fundamental innovation was that we were the first company to develop a racking 
solar concentrator specifically for commercial rooftop applications, resulting in the lowest LCOE for 
rooftop electricity generation.  

Today, the commercial rooftop segment is the largest and fastest-growing market in the solar industry. 
Our concentrating panels can make a major contribution to the SAI’s objectives: reducing the cost of solar 
electricity and rapidly deploying capacity. 

Our commercialization focus was re-shaped in 2009, shifting from an emphasis solely on panel efficiency 
to LCOE. Since the inception of the SAI program, LCOE has become the de facto standard for comparing 
commercial photovoltaic systems. While estimation and prediction models still differ, the emergence of 
performance-based incentive (PBI) and feed-in tariff (FIT) systems, as well as power purchase agreement 
(PPA) financing structures make LCOE the natural metric for photovoltaic systems.  

During this program, Soliant made progress on several fronts including manufacturing capacity, 
technology development, market awareness, and sales.  

Because the Soliant effort was intended to produce capital equipment with high reliability under harsh 
conditions, our technical approach was borrowed from the automotive industry. The first phase of our 
effort, from 9/07 through 3/08, was Engineering Validation (EV) with a goal of demonstrating a working 
product design. We completed this phase with delivery of our prototype unit validated by Sandia to meet 
all key objectives.  

The second phase was Design Validation (DV) which further refined the design and readied it for 
manufacturing. We made substantial progress toward completing this phase by establishing a pilot 
manufacturing line at our facility in Monrovia, CA. This phase was to be completed in December 2008. 
However, product improvements identified during the initial part of the DV prompted Soliant to undertake 
a second DV iteration.  

The third phase was Production Validation (PV) and culminated in the first large-scale deliveries of our 
product to customers in 2010.  

The technical approach of the original proposal included a strong but largely separate task of receiver 
packaging development. Although we continued to report on this task for DOE purposes, organizationally 
it was tightly coupled into our overall product development effort. 

The major focus of our effort in FY2008 was to specify our market entry concentrating solar panel, 
produce a working prototype for Sandia’s test and evaluation, and make progress on completing our 
manufacturing pilot plant. With a few modifications, we accomplished these goals. We specified, 
designed, produced, and validated concentrating solar panel that produces annual power equivalent to 
414Wp flat plate. The panel had a 23% collector efficiency and a 17.3% total area efficiency. These 
results are slightly poorer than outlined in the negotiated project objectives but the reasons are 
understood. In addition, detailed models produced during this FY suggest that space/power tradeoffs in 
the current module design may result in a lower LCOE and higher return on investment than originally 
expected, because of improvements in shade tolerance and spacing parameters. Figure 1 shows the 
original prototype (EV) panel on site at Sandia. 
 
Following delivery of the prototype panel in March 2008, we began work on building our pilot 
manufacturing line. The tooling was kicked off and contracts for long lead time equipment let in April 
2008. In July 2008 we moved from our cramped Pasadena, CA facility to a larger building 6 miles away in 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 6. 
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